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space round the type, he marked at full length' the fourth
year/ " tf
Garrucci has again considered the first point—the dif-
ference of the palaeography—and writes :43 ' * I called enor-.
mous the difference in the letters Aleph, Betfi, Ghimel,
Van, Jody and Tzade; and I would demonstrate it, if it
were necessary/*
Respecting the second point—the manner of marking
the year—he says t44 " The fourth year being marked at
full length with the word Arbah, and not with the figure
Daleth, as we should have expected, in conformity with
the three preceding years, I can now say that in part at
least my opinion has .been justified; for there has since
been discovered a silver shekel on which we read the fourth
year marked, according to the system of preceding years,
TO (Shenath d), as I had thought, and as reason would have
led us to expect." . , . "Neither can the alleged reason of
greater space upon the field of the coin be valid; for here,
on the contrary, the substantive shekel, always employed
on the coinage of the four years, seems to have been
purposely omitted to give room for the two words at full
length, reading "an wtk rw, instead of $?pittrr ssrr TO, as
ought to have been written, according to the analogy of
the silver shekels. Whence there was no motive to induce
the moneyers of that nation, well known for its pertinacity
in old habits, to change the formula used in the first four
years; and I say four years, because, as I remarked, we
have now a shekel with the fourth year thus marked TO,
a fact which puts the seal on this opinion." 45
** Num. Chron,, ST. 8., vol. v. p, 193, note 10.
43 Op. rit., p. 32, note.	** Op. dt.f p. 81.
45 Op. cit., p. 32.
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